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Background
The National Defense Strategy (NDS) acknowledges that space is vital to the U.S. way of life,
our national security, and modern warfare. In an era of renewed great power competition, maintaining our advantage in space is critical to winning these long-term strategic competitions. Potential adversaries seek to undermine this goal by employing strategies that exploit real or perceived vulnerabilities in our current and planned National Security Space systems. In addition,
these potential adversaries are developing and demonstrating multi-domain threats to national
security much faster than we can deploy responsive space-based capabilities. The Department of
Defense (DoD) established the Space Development Agency (SDA) on 12 March 2019 as a response to this problem.
SDA is responsible for defining and monitoring the Department's future threat-driven space architecture and accelerating the development and fielding of new military space capabilities necessary to ensure our technological and military advantage in space for national defense. To
achieve this mission, SDA will unify and integrate next-generation space capabilities to deliver
the National Defense Space Architecture (NDSA), a resilient military sensing and data transport
capability via a proliferated space architecture primarily in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). SDA will
not necessarily develop and field all capabilities of the NDSA but rather orchestrate those efforts
across DoD and fill in gaps in capabilities while providing the integrated architecture.
SDA's mission begins and ends with the warfighter. SDA recognizes that sufficient or "good
enough" capabilities in the hands of warfighter sooner may be better than delivering the perfect
solution too late. SDA will deliver capabilities to our joint warfighting forces in two-year
tranches, starting with the Transport Layer Tranche 0 (T0).
The design, build, launch, and test of the Transport Layer T0, or the warfighter immersion
tranche, will be delivered in the 4th Quarter of Government Fiscal Year (FY) 2022. The
Transport Layer will serve as the backbone of the architecture by providing assured, resilient,
low-latency military data and connectivity worldwide to a full range of warfighter applications.
The other layers of the NDSA have a synergistic relationship with the Transport Layer, as shown
in Figure 1. These are highlighted below and are integral to the NDS architecture:
•

Tracking Layer, to provide global indications, warning, tracking, and targeting of advanced missile threats, including hypersonic missile systems;

•

Battle Management Layer, to provide architecture tasking, mission command and control,
and data dissemination to support time-sensitive kill chain closure at campaign scales;
and

•

Custody Layer, to provide 24x7, all-weather custody of time-sensitive, left-of-launch surface mobile targets (e.g., to support targeting for advanced missiles);

•

Navigation Layer, to provide alternate position, navigation, and timing (A-PNT) for GPSdenied environments;
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•

Deterrence Layer, to deter hostile action in deep space (beyond Geosynchronous Earth
Orbit (GEO) up to lunar distances);

•

Support Layer, to enable ground and launch segments to support a responsive space architecture.
Figure 1: Objective SDA architecture

Tranche Spiral Development Approach
To accelerate the development and fielding of new military space capabilities to address future
threats, SDA plans on using a spiral development approach through a series of Tranches. The
spiral process has, in the past, been effective in repeating development processes and reducing
future risk. SDA has completed its risk analysis associated with the development of the
Transport Layer. The purpose of this RFP and resulting contract award(s) is to go into a prototyping effort leading to the development and fielding of test assets for T0. As it is currently envisioned, for T0, the NDSA will consists of tens of space vehicles (SVs). The T0 architecture is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Tranche 0 architecture

SDA considers T0 to be a test and training spiral. There are two major outcomes of T0. The first
is to experiment and demonstrate the capability of the system to integrate and provide interoperability with other warfighting entities. It will be the first opportunity for the warfighter to develop
the necessary tactics, techniques and procedures towards movement to a more digitally enhanced
warfighting capability.
The second outcome is to serve as a baseline for future Tranche development. Once T0 is
launched and operating, another risk analysis is performed to determine what modifications
should be made to the next Tranche. The next Tranche is designed to address deficiencies in the
first Tranche and also to integrate newer technologies to either reduce development and/or operational costs or to address emerging threats. New technology, tools, and ideas emerge daily. It is
critically important that these technologies and ideas get integrated as quickly as possible.
There are a number of advantages to this approach. It allows SDA to monitor and reduce current
and future risks. Each spiral development, through a series of Tranches, gets a thorough review
and analysis, while risk is addressed early in the development process. The Tranche approach expedites the delivery of advanced warfighting capabilities to the Combatant Commanders and Services. Unlike larger acquisition systems, the Tranche approach allows for modifications to be
made comparatively quickly as the threat evolves or new technology becomes available. This approach also allows the government to have access to higher fidelity costing especially in terms of
schedule and performance.
SDA’s goal is to launch a Tranche every two years beginning in the 4th Quarter of FY 2022. As
highlighted in Figure 3, this RFP covers the period of FY20 to FY22 with the end goal of getting
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tens of SVs on orbit. Inherent to this Tranche is the ability to provide periodic regional access
with low-latency data connectivity. SDA plans to launch an additional 150 SVs in 4th Quarter of
FY 2024.

Figure 3 - Transport Layer Schedule
Objectives
The SDA, through this RFP will support the 2018 National Security Space Strategy and the 2018
National Defense Strategy. These strategies identify the requirement to shift to more resilient
space architectures (proliferated) while strengthening both deterrence and warfighting options in
space. The goal of SDA is to help foster a new development environment that allows the DoD
space development process to become more responsive to the needs of the future National Security Space Architecture. At the heart of this objective is the means to produce and field a proliferated communications enterprise that can satisfy the new space architecture focus of increasing
war fighting support from space through increased resiliency and mission responsiveness. More
importantly, this RFP is designed to leverage and develop “conducive” environments for working with commercial partners. Inherent to this is the capacity to streamline regulatory frameworks, policies and procedures to better leverage and support the United States (U.S.) commercial industry.
Both strategies are designed to address the evolving threat. This is accomplished through more
resilient architectures (proliferated architectures) and disaggregated space architectures. Disaggregated space architectures improve mission survivability by increasing the number and diversity of targets. Disaggregation of space architectures improves resiliency by balancing cost,
schedule, and performance to increase the flexibility and survivability of our space forces. Additionally, it is designed to avoid threats, ensure survivability, and expedite reconstitution when required.
Transport T0 has the following major goals:
1. Demonstrate a capability for the warfighters to test, evaluate and assess the capability to
pass data with very low latency from the operations centers through the constellation to
the warfighters, inclusive of Optical Intersatellite Links (OISLs).
2. Demonstrate the capability for the Transport Layer to send and receive wideband data
from a space-based source external to the Transport Layer and to transmit those data to
the ground.
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3. Demonstrate a limited battle management command, control, and communications
(BMC3) functionality which includes the ability to upload and demonstrate application
software.
4. Demonstrate the ability to transport bulk Integrated Broadcast System (IBS) data from
various locations, accept a transmitted IBS data feed, generate an IBS message, and demodulate an IBS message for a specific geographic area and send these results to BMC3.
5. Demonstrate the ability to store, relay, send, and receive Link-16 messages in near real
time to/from a ground station over the SV’s communications links. Demonstrate the ability
of the SV to transmit Link-16 messages to various users (e.g. aircraft, missile defense,
naval, and ground).
6. Demonstrate the ability to maintain a common relative time reference across the constellation without the use of GPS.
These goals, as envisioned, will become a significant enabler for Joint All Domain Command
and Control (JADC2) which will connect distributed sensors, shooters and data from all domains
(maritime, land, air, space, and cyber) to all forces. The major Functional Team elements from
JADC2 map directly to the space layers of SDA. For example, the JADC2’s sensing layer maps
directly to SDA’s Custody and Tracking Layers.
None of these goals can be obtained without the demonstration and maturation of Optical Intersatellite Crosslinks (OISLs) (with radio frequency (RF) crosslinks as a backup). OISLs are one
of the most critical technologies required to be demonstrated for T0. T0 Transport SVs will communicate with in-plane nearest-neighbor or next nearest-neighbor SVs via dedicated OISLs (depending on slew rate and time within field of view). Interoperability between OISLs is critical. In
Section 0, there is a requirement identified to ensure interoperability between OISL manufacturing vendors. While each Tranche is designed to incorporate better designs and technology, each
succeeding SV shall be designed such that interoperability is maintained with the preceding SVs
from previous Tranches.
Each Transport SV will have up to four OISLs covering forward, backward, right and left relative to the orbital path. T0 Transport OISLs will connect either “in-plane” (forward and backward) or “cross-plane” (right and left or up and down). In-plane links will connect to the nearest
or next-nearest transport SV and OISL, which maintains the same relative speed between SVs.
The “cross-plane” links will be set up to allow orbital planes to communicate with each other and
share data across the Transport mesh network, as well as support external users and optical links
to the ground. These links must also have the proper field of regard to connect to either the
ground or an alternate orbital plane. Transport SVs will have connectivity to the ground via an
optical ground terminal (OGT) and a Ka-band RF downlink.
The Government has decided that proliferation of various mission functions across the space architecture is the most cost-effective means of evolving the future NDSA. Competition across all
functional aspects of these commodity space vehicles is essential to reach the expected levels of
cost effectiveness. The challenge is to establish and demonstrate the ability to evolve development processes and to rapidly field new capability on a significantly faster time frame than previous government space systems. Successful completion of this challenge requires a higher degree
of interoperability between vendor SVs and sensors than has been previously achieved.
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SDA requires that each SV be manufactured with the ability to be compatible/interoperable with
another vendor’s SV. In addition to this interoperability objective, the SVs shall demonstrate operations through a common ground station, and various space, ground and air terminals.
SDA also recognizes that to achieve the goals highlighted in the RFP, it will probably require
some teaming between centers of excellence. While SDA is not directing teaming relationships,
SDA has been following the successes in the commercial sector with respect to teaming and
technology applications.
Mission Tasks
This section describes the mission-level requirements for the proposer during the execution of
the Transport Tranche 0 development, as opposed to the following section, which captures details associated with particular aspects of the project.
Note that the Government intends to provide the Contractor with a great deal of flexibility in its
approach to satisfying these requirements. The Contractor should feel free to propose alternate
approaches that meet the Government needs for insight and should use its own or standard industry practices wherever feasible.
System Engineering
The Contractor shall establish a system engineering capability responsible for integrating technical efforts to ensure that performance objectives of the mission are met with acceptable risk.
This function shall:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Develop and maintain a System Requirements Document;
Articulate to the Government the plan for verification of the system;
Provide the Government insight into key trade studies;
Represent the SV to SDA ground system and mission operations development;
Support development of a ground-space ICD;
Support development of a space-space ICD that allows for interoperability across vendors;
Address production capacity, supply chain capacity, supply chain security, and production
scalability issues
8. Maintain, report, and provide the Government insight into the technical baseline;
9. Be responsible for all necessary system-level engineering activities associated with specialty disciplines (e.g., contamination control, electromagnetic interference, radiation, etc.)

Space Vehicle
The Contractor shall:
1. Provide the facilities, parts, materials, services and personnel to design, fabricate, assemble, test, and integrate the SVs;
2. Plan, manage, document, and execute subsystem, SV-level interface, and system verification.
3. Execute an environmental test plan that includes, at a minimum, static loads, vibration,
alignment, thermal vacuum (or, with rationale, balance) testing, and electromagnetic compatibility testing (for self-compatibility);
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4. Conduct testing with the mission operations team and the Satellite Operations Center
(SOC) to verify spacecraft compatibility with ground system software and hardware;
5. Document integration and testing results, including conformance and non-conformance
data.
6. A minimum lifetime of four years in LEO shall be required of each Tranche 0 offering
Note that, given that the SVs are being procured in lots, the Government does not require each
SV to be tested to the same levels but does anticipate that some degree of workmanship testing is
performed on each one. The Contractor is expected to articulate a test approach that provides an
appropriate balance between testing and cost and schedule efficiency.
Project Management
The Contractor shall:
1. Develop, monitor, and maintain an Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) and regularly report
performance against it to the Government;
2. Implement and maintain a risk management system to mitigate the schedule, cost, and technical risks and provide insight into the risks to the Government;
3. Conduct the following life-cycle reviews:
a. Preliminary Design Review
b. Critical Design Review
c. Pre-Environmental Review
d. Pre-Ship Review
e. Flight Readiness Review
4. Support the major life-cycle reviews for the Ground Segment and Mission Operations team
5. Participate in monthly management reviews
6. Schedule a kickoff meeting no later than thirty (30) days after contract award
If the Contractor believes that an alternate review structure (e.g., combining certain reviews)
meets the needs of the Government for insight into the design and understanding of challenges
and risks at appropriate stages of the development, the Contractor is free to propose it.
The Contractor has a continuing obligation to inform the Government of known problems and
issues and make disclosure of known risks associated with any of the activities to be conducted
under this task. Deliverables shall be provided for government review and approval.
Specific Tasks
Specific tasks are general requirements for the system (e.g. spectrum, launch) or specific technology areas (e.g. optical intersatellite links) which require higher fidelity explanations. Each specific task under Section 0, starting with Spectrum Management, has three subheadings: general
information, technical objectives, and specific requirements.
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General information is intended to provide additional details and background information for the
requirement or technology area and how those details synergize with the Concept of Operations
(CONOPS). Additionally, this section serves to identify other Agency requirements. For example, under Spectrum Management, the general information section highlights how federal spectrum is granted.
Technical objectives are designed to provide a little more fidelity into the relationship between
general information and the technology required to satisfy those requirements. Technical objectives define the requirements on the Transport Layer system.
Specific requirements are actions that the offeror is required to perform. As such, this section
specifies compliance, certifications, and/or implementation requirements.
Risk Areas
SDA recognizes there are a number of risk areas associated with the development and deployment of T0. These are the technology areas which SDA believes incur the most risk:
•

OISLs – SDA has been following OISL development and operations in the commercial
sector. While we are encouraged with the number of OISL demonstrations occurring in
this calendar year, it is still considered a high-risk area. SDA will be conducting its own
OISL demonstrations in later calendar year 2020 but this will be after source selection.
As such, SDA is requesting for proposers to propose radio frequency (RF) crosslinks as
an onboard backup and to maintain this option at least through CDR.

•

Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) – Based on the number of OISLs, Link-16, BMC3,
crypto and normal SV operations, SDA understands the design trade-offs will have to address SWaP. This is especially true as SDA would prefer operations sustained on a commoditized bus or a design which affords commodity builds.

•

SV Antenna Design – SDA has conducted several technological trades associated with
SV antenna design. While there is a wide range of antennas which can perform the mission, SDA recommends (but does not mandate) an active electronically scanned array
(AESA) antenna. Based on the number of users in an area of responsibility (AOR), an
AESA is considered to be one of the few options available to electronically steer the
beams to support several customers within the AOR.

•

Supply Chain – SDA’s own internal studies have suggested, based on the number of
commoditized bus developers/producers in the marketplace today, that adequate supply
chains cannot currently handle the number of mega-constellations under development.
Within their proposals, bidders shall address critical dependencies within their supply
chains, how fragile these chains are to disruption, and mitigation plans designed to overcome potential disruptions and thereby ensure SV delivery within proposed cost and
schedule.

•

Networking – Based on SDA’s meetings with industry, there are several vendors who
have suggested that the concept of a space mesh networking constellation has been sufficiently addressed. The commercial mega-constellations are all in excess of 1500 SVs,
larger than what will be envisioned for the Transport Layer upon completion. This would
suggest that industry has developed and matured dynamic routing. While SDA leaves this
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trade space open, the minimum acceptability will be deterministic routing. This is the
simplest and optimum network design based on the number of SVs envisioned for T0.
Integrated Broadcast Service (IBS)
General Information
The Integrated Broadcast Service (IBS) Enterprise disseminates near real-time (NRT) tactically/operationally significant intelligence and information to the warfighter, providing situational
awareness, rapid threat warning, friendly force tracking, combat search and rescue, missile defense
and theater missile warning and other vital data to the decision-making processes. IBS is a theatertailored information and intelligence dissemination architecture with global connectivity that uses
a standardized common data format and a common tactical terminal family and is interoperable
with current and programmed tactical and strategic warfare systems. IBS is an interactive service
that provides intelligence producers the means to disseminate strategic, operational, and tactical
information to the warfighter via multiple transmission paths in accordance with dynamic, usergenerated dissemination priorities. This information is continually refined using data from strategic, operational, and tactical sensors.
IBS will be integrated on the Transport Layer to modernize current capabilities to better support
the warfighters requirements for worldwide timely threat warning and situational awareness (SA)
information across the range of military operations. The Transport Layer will provide long-haul
IBS thus providing disseminated intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) derived from
combat information to tactical warfighters and other data users. Warfighters and decision-makers
are supported through IBS dissemination of ISR data to support SA, indications & warning (I&W),
threat warning, threat avoidance, force protection, friendly force tracking, target tracking, and targeting/engagement.
Technical Objectives
1. Transport Layer SVs shall provide bulk IBS data transport from CONUS (or other geographically designated areas) to the Joint Intelligence Operations Centers (JIOCs)
and/or other designated intelligence centers (e.g. 9th MI, 24th MI, Distributed Common
Ground Station (DCGS) etc.). The Transport Layer SV shall provide a bent-pipe
transport capability for IBS messages through Ka-band and optical links.
2. Transport Layer SVs shall be capable of sending out an IBS message set (conforming
to Common Message Format (CMF), MIL-STD-6018).
3. Transport Layer SVs shall be capable of demodulating IBS data onboard and pass it to
the BMC3 module. The intent is to allow for experimentation with fusion with other
multi-intelligence sources being received. All data being demodulated on the space vehicle will be handled at the SECRET level only.
Specific Requirements
Contractor shall provide and execute an IBS development, test, and verification plan to support the technical objectives outlined in Section 0.
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Link-16
General Information
Link-16 is the DoD and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) primary tactical data link for
Service (e.g. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine, Missile Defense) and Defense agency command and
control, intelligence and weapon systems applications. It is a secure, jam-resistant data link primarily using the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS), Multifunctional Information Distribution System (MIDS) Low-Volume Terminal (LVT) sets, and MIDS Joint Tactical
Radio System (JTRS) sets. There are also several form factor versions of Link-16 equipment that
are in development with reduced volume in size to fit into missiles, small ships, helicopters, and
manpacks. Link-16 supports functional mission areas including joint theater air and missile defense, attack operations, counter-air, interdiction, suppression of enemy air defenses, close air support, and time-critical targeting prosecution.
Link-16 integration into the Transport Layer will modernize current capabilities to better support
the warfighters requirements for worldwide timely threat warning and situational awareness (SA)
information across the range of military operations. As envisioned for future tranches, SDA’s
Tracking and Custody layers will be providing time sensitive targeting solutions. Warfighters and
decision-makers are supported through Link-16 dissemination of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) data to support SA, indications and warning (I&W), threat warning, threat
avoidance, force protection, friendly force tracking, target tracking, and targeting/engagement.
The Link-16 payload will only be present on the Group B Transport Layer SVs. See Section L for
more details on the two different groups of Transport Layer SVs.
Technical Objectives
1. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall receive and transmit ground-provided Link-16
messages (through L band Link-16 network) to various users (e.g. maritime, ground,
air, missile defense).
2. Group B Transport layer SVs shall receive and transmit Link-16 messages (through L
band Link-16 network) from various users to the SDA Mission Operations Center
(MOC).
3. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall send, receive, store, and relay Link-16 messages
in near real time to/from a ground station over SDA’s Ka-band up to the space vehicle
and then down via Link-16 waveform to multiple users (e.g. aircraft, missile defense
assets, naval assets, ground assets).
4. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall synchronize with the Link-16 network and transmit
(L band) with a ground coverage area of 100 nautical miles in diameter.
5. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall be able to enter, synchronize and transmit into a
Link-16 network.
6. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall transition the Link-16 network from one SV to
another SV to extend the maximum duration of coverage.
7. Group B Transport Layer SVs shall transmit high-throughput/low latency Link-16 data
through the T0 network (through multiple space vehicles in the constellation).
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Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall engineer, develop and deploy a Link-16 capability on each Group B
SV while ensuring that no modification to user equipment will be required.
2. Contactor shall ensure that the SV has the appropriate information assurance compartmentalization to handle SECRET level Link-16 messages while operating the necessary other security parameters (e.g. IBS, TT&C).
3. Contractor shall provide the ability to interface with Link-16 terminal diagnostic interface from a ground station to report various network status and troubleshooting features. Diagnostic information shall include connection strength with each participant,
metric information (how well the link is performing), and course or fine synch network
participation status.
4. Contractor shall provide technical specifications, antenna modeling, and documentation to support Link-16 network interoperability verifications.
5. Contractor shall provide and execute a Link-16 development, test, and verification plan
to support the technical objectives outlined in Section 0.
Optical Intersatellite Links and Radio Frequency Crosslinks
General Information
As of the date of this RFP, there was no accepted industry standard to which Optical Intersatellite
Links (OISLs) were being built and/or manufactured for use in space applications, other than for
links over 40,000 km, i.e., greater than geosynchronous range. The Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) approved the Optical Communications Physical Layer (CCSDS
141.0-B-1) and Optical Communications Coding and Synchronization (CCSDS 142.0-B-1) standards in August 2019. Together, the two standards define the physical and link layers of “space-toground and ground-to-space photon-starved links through an atmospheric channel.” [Optical Communications Physical Layer (CCSDS 141.0-B-1)] Specifically, they “describe the required Physical Layer characteristics of the telemetry, beacon, and optional data transmission accompanying
a beacon” and the Coding and Synchronization sublayer specifying the “sequence of pulsed and
non-pulsed slots” [Optical Communications Physical Layer (CCSDS 141.0-B-1)] to accomplish
transmission using Pulse Position Modulation (PPM).
While the new Blue Books codify the optical link characteristics and relationship between optical
communication layers, interoperability among the various vendors responding to this RFP will
require additional testing, collaboration and very tight coordination. Leveraging the CCSDS is the
baseline for development but SDA has identified additional specifications, parameters, and information that must be interoperable with OISLs selected by various vendors. An SDA OISL Open
Standard, identified below, will help ensure interoperability, but will not suffice for strong collaboration and cooperation among industry partners. Demonstrated interoperability with various
OISL vendors is a critical milestone for SDA success. Furthermore, SDA seeks to establish best
practices for optical transmitters (sources) and receivers (detectors) including beam quality, OISL
beam acquisition and tracking, electrical and mechanical requirements (rise time, frequency response, operating temperatures etc.), and physical interface parameters such as standardized electrical/mechanical connectors.
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Finally, to enable and support mission robustness of the SDA Navigation mission, the OISL must
provide accurate ranging/timing information of the relative distance between SDA SVs. The OISL
should be capable of making intersatellite range measurements with meter level or better precision,
which translates to estimating relative timing within a few nanoseconds relative to the SV onboard clock. These measurements will include both SV-to-SV and SV-to-ground measurements.
It can be expected that the ground optical terminal will be synchronized to the DoD standard for
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), with absolute position pre-surveyed to a few centimeters in
accordance with the coordinate system defined by the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84)
providing the absolute reference for the constellation Position, Velocity, and Time (PVT).
These raw range measurements will be combined with other sensor data to compute the SV absolute position and time, represented as a set of predicted ephemeris parameters and clock predictions. The PVT processing could be accomplished within the OISL or through use of other SV
processing resources. This PVT process must be able to operate independently from the onboard
GPS receiver.
As OISL systems must be interoperable with other manufacturers’ OISL systems, a common
standard to exchange ranging and timing data is important. Knowledge of SV PVT will be critical
to proper operations of the OISL layer and will be used to enable the SDA Alternate Position,
Navigation, and Timing (A-PNT) mission. These data shall at a minimum include integrated intersatellite range/timing measurements, and each SV’s final PVT solution. Additional data would
include status of the backup GPS receiver and its PVT estimates.
For Tranche 0, SDA will establish an open Interface Control Description for Optical Intersatellite
Links (OISLs), which is referred to as the “Tranche 0 Profile,” with the intent of iteratively helping
industry to collaborate to ensure interoperability between OISLs from multiple vendors. While this
open Interface Control Description defines many parameters for optical communications between
the physical and link layers, neither CCSDS standards nor this document is sufficient to ensure
interoperability. It is absolutely critical that industry develops a robust interaction, communication
and collaboration among its partners.

Table 1 presents a notional baseline for interoperable design parameters. This process is expected
to be iterative to refine the set of finalized parameters. Many protocol items in

Table 1 are noted as “to be defined by PDR”. SDA expects the complete set of selected vendors
to have agreed on the basic interoperability requirements by Systems Requirements Review
(SRR), have defined the first draft of an over-the-air interoperability ICD by Preliminary Design
Review (PDR), and have reached a second, implementable draft by Critical Design Review
(CDR). SDA acknowledges that the Tranche 0 ICD will not be feature-complete regarding objectives for future Tranches.
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Table 1 – Draft OISL Standard
Parameter
A Wavelength: Cband (nm)

Threshold
1532.68 (tunable)

B Wavelength: Cband (nm)
Polarization Type
(LEO SV to LEO SV
link)

1536.61 (tunable)

OISL Switchable
TX/RX Pairing
TX Power description

Government held link
margin
Terminal Field of Regard (FOR) min. &
max.
Modulation Format

RHCP Rx compatibility

Objective
The center frequency of the optical
carrier shall be tunable from 193.1 +
n×0.1 THz, where n
is an integer ranging
from -15 to 18 corresponding to wavelengths in vacuum
ranging from
1538.19 nm to
1564.68 nm with
100 GHz channel
spacing consistent
with ITU-T G.694.1

Notes
ITU Channel 56

ITU Channel 51
RHCP Tx

If not, polarization maintaining
then vendors must
address interoperability between
those who are

Yes
Each respondent will propose their min and max
flux at 1000, 3000, and
5000 km
3 dB
TBD

On-Off Keying (OOK)
Non-Return-to-Zero
(NRZ)
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Coding

Bit Error Rate (BER)
after Forward Error
Correction (FEC)

Modem Latency

Link Training

Physical Framing
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Threshold
LDPC-based forward error correction (FEC).
To be defined by PDR.

Objective
In-flight
re-programmability
to support evolution
from Tranche 0 experimental implementations to final
objective interoperability standards.

10-6

10-9

15 ms

5 ms

None required.

None required.

Point-to-point link. Includes sequence numbers
and automatic repeat request data. May include
modulation/FEC rate signaling and/or management data.

In-flight
re-programmability
to support evolution
from Tranche 0 experimental implementations to final
objective interoperability standards.

To be defined by PDR.

Notes
Prior art includes
DVB-S2
(BCH+LDPC),
DOCSIS 3.1,
400ZR / 802.3ct,
and CCSDS
standards but
OISLs are a distinct use case
from existing
standards.
SDA desires low
BERs because
time-of-flight delays cause high
retransmission latencies
Defined as time
from photons at
aperture to bits at
data interface
Future higherperformance interoperability
standards may require link training
to enable higher
data rate modes.
Prior art includes
IEEE 802.3 and
802.11, 3GPP
(LTE/LTEA/5G), DOCSIS
3.1, and various
ITU-T and
CCSDS standards
but OISLs are a
distinct use case
from existing
standards and require large (20+
bit) sequence
numbers.
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Threshold
Encapsulates/frames
802.3 Ethernet frames
and possibly link management frames. Supports
payload fragmentation/reassembly across physical
transmission frames.
To be defined by PDR.
Protocol feature / extension negotiation, error
rate reporting, FEC and
modulation rate control,
tracking data exchange,
ranging and synchronization data, future extensibility.

Objective
In-flight
re-programmability
to support evolution
from Tranche 0 experimental implementations to final
objective interoperability standards.

Notes
Prior art includes
ITU-T G.7041
Generic Framing
Procedure,
CCSDS Generic
Framing Procedure, and HLDC

In-flight
re-programmability
to support evolution
from Tranche 0 experimental implementations to final
objective interoperability standards.

Prior art includes
3GPP (LTE/LTEA/5G), IEEE
802.11, and
CCSDS standards.

To be defined by PDR.
Coding and
Modulation
Re-programmability
OISL terminal-toterminal timing
accuracy
OISL timestamping
accuracy
OISL ranging accuracy
OISL range rate accuracy
Point-ahead capability
Acquisition time (sec)
Sun Exclusion Angle
(+/-deg)

User terminal orbital
altitude regime (km)

10 nanosecond

Adaptive Coding
and Modulation
(ACM)
1 nanosecond (rms)

10 nanosecond (rms)

1 nanosecond (rms)

3 m (rms)
N/A

10 cm (rms)
1 cm / second

TBD
100
5

TBD
10
3

TBD @ SRR

Path to 0.3 ns
(rms)

Cold start
Operation with
other bright objects (Earth,
Moon, etc.) in the
FOR

750 – 1250

As an informational item, Table 2 gives sample tracking and slew rate values which suffice to
meet SDA use cases.
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Table 2 - Sample performance values for Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking
Parameter
Maximum Angular
Tracking Rate
Maximum Angular
Slew Rate

Threshold
1 deg/sec (TBR)

Objective
3 deg/sec (TBR)

5 deg/sec (TBR)

15 deg/sec (TBR)

Notes

As a risk-reduction effort, radiofrequency (RF) cross links will be carried in the design of the
system through CDR. While SDA is aware of the significant accomplishments in the commercial
sector in the technical development for OISLs (other CCSDS efforts, on-orbit OISL demonstrations, DoD and commercial sector cooperation, etc.), as of release, successful operation on orbit
has been limited. SDA is sponsoring and monitoring OISL on-orbit experimentation. As mitigation against continued challenges with OISLs, SDA expects vendors to carry RF crosslinks in
parallel with OISLs through at least CDR. By that point, SDA will make a more informed decision based on the results of the on-orbit demonstrations. The crosslink behavior described should
be essentially the same, although a lower bandwidth is expected than with OISLs.
Technical Objectives
1. OISLs shall support data rates of 250 Mb/s (TBR) (Threshold; T) and 1 Gb/s (TBR) (Objective; O) at ranges up to 5000 km. Terminals shall support multiple lower rates for improvements in bit error rate (BER) at long ranges and/or power reductions. SDA notionally suggests a set of power-of-two reductions in baud rate, e.g. 1 Gb/s, 500 Mb/s, 250
Mb/s, 125 Mb/s, and 62.5 Mb/s.
a. Baud rate signaling protocol shall be included in the controlled interoperability
interface. Rate signaling possibilities include transmission-by-transmission signaling (similar to IEEE 802.11) or a link management protocol which negotiates a
change in baud rate.
2. The OISL terminals shall be able to support full duplex capability.
a. If there are multiple wavelengths utilized within the transceiver, the OISL channels shall support switching of transmit (TX) and receive (RX) wavelengths on a
communications session-by-session basis. TX and RX wavelengths shall not be
fixed at launch.
3. OISL terminals shall be interoperable with OISL terminals provided by other vendors.
a. Acquisition functions are an integral part of the terminal design and concept of
operations. While there is certainly space for proprietary pointing and tracking
hardware, at least one acquisition sequence will be part of the controlled interface
to ensure that all interoperable terminals are capable of mutual acquisition.
b. Host spacecraft state knowledge will be provided to the terminal prior-to and during each link session. Predicted remote terminal state estimates will also be provided to the terminal prior to each link session.
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c. All Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking (PAT) approaches will be considered, including dedicated beacon hardware, as long as the selected vendors remain interoperable. However, it is desired that the eventual OISL operations will operate
without dedicated beacon hardware for Pointing, Acquisition, & Tracking (PAT).
4. OISLs shall demonstrate terminal to terminal ranging, bearing, and time transfer measurements. Additional consideration will be given for frequency/ wavelength measurements. As an Objective, T0 OISLs shall support ranging at the 30 cm level and two-way
synchronization message timestamping at the 1 nanosecond level.
a. Consideration should also be given to defining an evolutionary path to achieve
<10 cm level ranging and <300 ps-level synchronization message timestamping.
This level of ranging and synchronization is desirable to support future A-PNT
mission requirements, without a dependency on GPS.
5. OISLs shall be point-to-point links intended to accomplish data transport that could be
described as deterministic in nature. The OISLs hold no responsibility for network management or routing, only to transport messages between a pair of terminals who have
each separately been directed by their hosts to perform a mutual acquisition sequence.
6. OISLs shall be able to communicate with an Optical Ground Terminal (OGT) in addition
to the space based OISL terminals
7. OISLs shall provide in-order message transmission. The actual terminal-to-terminal interoperability protocol is permitted to include message interleaving, but the receiving terminal is expected to provide message buffering and de-interleaving so that messages exit
the receiving terminal in the same order that they were provided to the transmitting terminal. Significant value will be placed on solutions that are built on (and ideally compliant
with) existing commercial networking standards and protocols.
8. OISLs shall use an Ethernet interface for the OISL-to-Communications Payload interface. Generic Framing Procedure will provide more general bus interface capability in
future Tranches. OISLs shall use Gigabit Ethernet or faster. That is, the terminal shall accept messages from the host for transmission and deliver received messages to the host
over an Ethernet interface.
a. SDA encourages that the OISL control plane, the interface that accepts host communications to the terminal such as spacecraft state updates or acquisition/de-acquisition commands, also be Ethernet (e.g. 100BASE-T), but SDA is willing to
consider alternative interfaces such as SpaceWire or RS-485.
b. In order to ease Red/Black separation, SDA requires an approvable approach to
Red/Black Isolation, as discussed in Section 0
c. Ranging and synchronization data shall be considered as part of the control plane.
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9. OISLs shall be agnostic to data message security protocols. OISLs shall transport encrypted messages unaltered. Encryption is accomplished outside of the OISL terminal
and optical modem.
10. Each OISL shall support the SDA OISL Open Interface Standard
11. All technical objectives for OISLs shall also apply to RF crosslinks, where applicable
Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall provide a technical approach for implementing the data links consistent
with CCSDS standards, the SDA-developed OISL standard, and the network/routing approach and requirements outlined in this document. Where the implementation is not
compliant, the differences should be clearly identified with rationale provided. Modifications to the standards shall be delivered as non-proprietary or unrestricted for government
use. An update to the standard after receipt of feedback is planned.
2. Contractor shall provide a plan to verify that Position, Navigation, and Time (PNT), command and control (C2), and mission data can be transmitted via the optical cross-links to
another SV node and that bits are received, frames understood, that data can be decrypted/unwrapped (OSI level 1 – 3 only) and reassembled for packet routing. Draft versions of the plan are due at PDR and final versions at CDR.
3. Contractor shall provide support for the development and refinement of the SDA OISL
Open Standard
4. Contractor shall support a compatibility test with the Optical Ground Terminal
5. Contractor shall provide a plan to carry V-band crosslinks as risk mitigation at least
through CDR should on-orbit OISL demonstration reveal issues which cannot be adequately addressed on the T0 schedule.
Networking
General Information
There are attributes which have yet to be defined for small to large pLEO constellations: physical
topologies, transport (multi or single network), routing protocols, full or partial mesh networking
(e.g. clustering within a large constellation). SDA recognizes that as its constellation size increases, a flexible and dynamically distributed architecture will be required to work together in an
integrated information system to support Transport/Tracking/Custody scenarios. SDA is also
aware of industry research into dynamically changing topologies and interrogation-based relay
routing mechanisms (e.g. interrogation-based routing with buffers). Most importantly, SDA envisions that its growing constellation will need to operate in two modes: a normal mode where its
topology is quite predictable for optimal routing, and a quick recovery mode where outages,
whether unintentional or not, will be resilient and may require an ad-hoc scheme suitable for space
networking. In addition, there is still much development work that is needed to accommodate the
anticipated SV densities, orbital dynamics, traffic engineering parameters, service and network
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management, and desired network behaviors. All of our eventual implementations will be looking
to leverage that which other industries are spearheading so that proliferated space can be just another communications arena that evolves rapidly through Industry leadership.
This procurement is for T0 only and will be schedule driven. As such SDA asks that contractors
propose implementations that provide the best chance of on-time delivery while achieving the
primary goal of a deterministic mesh network incorporating some of the important aspects of future
full constellations. T0 is fielding an initial space data transport capability to assist warfighters and
military planners in understanding the utility of the Transport Layer and the necessity of migrating
new terrestrial network architectures to the space layer. This Tranche-0 procurement will form a
constellation limited to two or three planes with well-defined (pre-planned) ground and cross-link
entry points. There are developments in industry that will provide substantial benefits to future
constellations; many of these require further development and could be available for SDA
Transport Tranche-1. There may be opportunities to test some of the more mature technologies on
Tranche-0 after demonstration of its core capabilities.
SDA expects that its proliferated LEO constellations will leverage the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model (and the seven distinct groups of related functions). All nodes within
the SDA architecture (Transport, Battle Management, Custody and/or Tracking) will use one or
more of these seven layers to communicate and maintain SV communications. The OSI reference
model itself however is not an implementation specification, yet efforts like the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) help establish more definitive standards for commercial
developers to ensure interoperability within space systems.
For T0, CCSDS standards should be the start point. It is the responsibility of each respondent to
evaluate CCSDS standards and protocols applied to their SV networking interface, to identify
shortfalls and necessary extensions or modifications to those standards, and to explain how they
would ensure interoperability between their SV and those of others. The process of establishing
the revised baseline for each interface will be conducted with (and between) the SV contractors
prior to CDR.
Given the nature of this “enterprise level fabric” for effective assured communications, starting
with Tranche 1, each element of this enterprise has to be able to be effectively and rapidly replaced
or upgraded as a heterogenous subset of capability. Therefore, it is the Government’s intent to
facilitate definition of the controlling framework for the SDA network architecture and we are
relying on industry to play the dominant role in formalizing guidance and standards.
Additionally, since SDA will be reliant on numerous vendors for its Proliferated LEO (pLEO)
constellation components, it is critical that networking standards be defined with a level of fidelity
to ensure inter-constellation interoperability.
Technical Objectives
1. The Transport Layer shall demonstrate low latency routing of data from ground entry
point CONUS to ground entry point OCONUS. This could be an IBS message initiated
from either a Ka-band or optical uplink and terminated as an IBS message at a Joint Intelligence Operation Center (JIOC) or via Link-16 message to a tactical terminal.
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2. The Transport Layer shall be able to support military exercises over various AORs. This
includes exercising ISR tasking and dissemination. Requests would be routed via the
Transport Layer to the appropriate entity for tasking and collection and routed back to the
tactical unit during the exercise.
3. The Transport Layer shall demonstrate tactical timelines when in “normal mode”. Normal Mode is when the network is functioning normally without any outages.
4. The Transport Layer shall exercise the networking infrastructure for “recovery mode”
and determine necessary improvements needed. The Transport Layer shall show resilience to situations when parts of the network are not available due to equipment malfunctions, adversarial attacks, or resource exhaustion. Under these circumstances, the network
will need to be resilient when network connectivity is in a degraded state. Recovery
Mode would best be implemented on-board, however, the short period between contract
award and launch may require that much of this autonomous detection and self-healing
be accomplished via the Mission Operations Center (MOC).
5. The SVs shall implement an interoperable frame standard common to all Contractors.
The standard will be defined through the activity specified in the following section.
6. Transport Layer SVs shall implement and test a simple routing/packet switching protocol
that is common to all nodes in the network. Implementation of other protocols that can be
supported by the data link and network layers is allowed, but there needs to be a basic implementation of packet routing/switching that all contractors have implemented. Network
administration will need to debug network issues and provide solutions via configuration
changes or updates to radios, modems, protocols, etc. The SV must provide features that
support these activities. In particular:
a. The SVs shall autonomously acquire and attempt to reacquire crosslinks with
other Transport Layer SVs, the ground, and user space vehicles based on a
ground-provided crosslink schedule and set of ephemerides. It is envisioned that
the ground would define a default topology that would generally repeat every orbit period, but geometry of ground or external user links would require modifications. Mission Operations may choose to experiment with more advanced networking approaches, as well. Note that the SVs are expected to provide a simple
interface to the ground for managing this interaction, including the reconfiguring
the east-west links each time the SV crosses the poles.
b. The SVs shall be capable of implementing a forwarding scheme such that:
i. Data destined for the current SV is not forwarded;
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ii. Data destined for the ground, an external SV, or a tactical user is not forwarded if the current SV has an active link to the respective destination;
iii. Data is never forwarded if it has exceeded a ground-configurable maximum number of hops;
iv. The behavior for all other data can be configured separately for each link
into the router (TT&C, each crosslink, any tactical link, plus any nodes on
the SV) based on a finite number (8, TBR) of priorities and a finite number of application identifiers (APIDs) (8, TBR).
The forwarding scheme assumes that the routing function on a particular SV is
aware of the status of all links on that vehicle. It also assumes that each SV is
made aware, based on ground definition, of which plane(s) have contact with the
ground, user SVs, and tactical users based on an uploaded schedule.
Note that this initial set of requirements will be revised and rewritten based on the
standards development discussed in the following section.
c. Each SV shall be capable of deconflicting multiple (2) copies of data sent to it. As
implementing ACK/NAK protocols is not required, implementing multiple transmission paths to reduce loss of information (e.g., transmitting bidirectionally
around each ring) is a natural approach. The SVs will have to manage receiving
more than one copy of commands and any other information that may be flowing
to them.
7. The SVs shall make available metrics of network performance. While Quality of Service
(QoS) need not be assured, Mission Operations needs to monitor various factors that
characterize network performance. The key performance parameters (KPPs) may include
latency, throughput, jitter, bandwidth utilization, routing overhead, packet loss rate, network availability, and network resiliency.
8. SDA intends that the networking design be a functionally and physically separable entity
and that interfaces be defined to allow a “swap out” for the Tranche 1 Transport Layer
SVs. Networking design is here defined as all components (hardware, firmware, and software) that implement OSI level 1 to 4 protocols and functionality.
Specific Requirements
1. The proposers shall provide:
a. A sufficiently detailed technical approach that will satisfy the above general and
technical objectives.
b. A schedule and timeline for the proposed development.
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c. A list of technology maturation plans that demonstrates the contractor capability
to implement the proposal.
2. Network management (MOC) will address potential RF interference, particularly as more
than one SV is in view of V-band (if used) or Ka-band apertures. The SV must provide
features supporting resolution interference issues.
3. Contractor shall, in concert with SDA and the other Contractors, support development of
open standards at the physical, data, and network layers of the OSI model. SDA anticipates a draft version at or around PDR and a released version prior to HWIL testing prior
to CDR (as described in Section 0). Contractors are expected to plan for this and incorporate sufficient flexibility with respect to the various interfaces, protocols, routing methods, and modes of operation such that discrepancies between contractor designs can be
adjusted without any significant expense in terms of schedule or price. Contractors shall
deliver ICDs that capture the details of their implementation of the open standards. Contractors shall provide a plan detailing their approach to verifying adherence to the standards.
4. Contractor shall support development of open standards in preparation for Tranche 1 and
beyond. Major functions/components of the payload must remain open and separable.
The interfaces to the SDR, SDN, BMC3, network routing, and network/data protocols
must be releasable, without restriction, to other component providers. It is the Government’s intention to develop a supplier base for these functions for future tranches.
5. Plan or approach to provide flexibility with respect to the various interfaces, protocols,
routing methods, and modes of operation, so that discrepancies between contractor designs can be adjusted without any significant expense in terms of schedule or price.
6. The contractor shall determine required modifications or extensions to capabilities for interoperation with networks using dissimilar service and network management approaches.
7. The contractor shall execute a compliance test and demonstration at the Government
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HWIL) testbed (see Section 0)
Spectrum Management (SM)
General Information
Large constellations of Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) SVs are being built and launched. SDA,
within the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Research and Engineering), is focusing on a
constellation ranging from dozens to hundreds of individual SVs. To successfully accomplish the
SDA designated mission, these SVs need access to the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum for up-,
down-, and intersatellite links spanning functions such as Telemetry, Tracking, and Command
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(TT&C) and mission data. Securing access to that spectrum is a complex task for a single SV,
and the challenge is exponentially multiplied for a large constellation. This requires considerable
coordination between the contractor and SDA.
Within the United States and Its Possessions (US&P), Federal spectrum dependent systems are
regulated by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) and codified in the Manual of Regulations and Procedures for Federal Radio Frequency Management
(NTIA Manual). Within the US&P, frequency band allocations are broken up into Federal, nonFederal, and shared services. In general, Federal systems are required to utilize Federal or shared
allocations. However, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Radio Regulations
(RR) international table of allocations does not differentiate between military, civil, and commercial operators. Therefore, it is critical that international regulatory registration and coordination
actions must be proactively carried out so that these services can be timely utilized worldwide.
Internationally the world is broken into three regions as defined by the ITU. Allocations can vary
by region, and a system must consider allocations across the Earth if global service is envisioned.
An additional caveat is that ITU member nations still retain autonomy and can chose to implement or not implement the international regulations into their national systems.
Spectrum regulations generally divide systems into the two broad categories of Geosynchronous
Orbit (GSO) and Non-Geosynchronous Orbit (NGSO), where NGSO captures all systems with
orbital parameters outside of GSO. The Transport Layer must be treated as an NGSO. This is an
important point, as NGSO systems are generally treated as secondary to GSO systems. In Kaband, there are complicated coordination mechanisms required at the international level to protect GSO systems 1.
The development of mega-LEO constellations has created “paper satellites” that do not exist
when spectrum rights are obtained. Consequently, recent consensus by World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC)-19 says that the international filings sent to the ITU will have to reflect a
reasonable amount of systems to be launched 2. If the specified number of systems is not

1

RR 22.2: Non-geostationary-satellite systems shall not cause unacceptable interference to and,
unless otherwise specified in these Regulations, shall not claim protection from geostationarysatellite networks in the fixed-satellite service and the broadcasting-satellite service operating in
accordance with these Regulations. No. 5.43A does not apply in this case. (WRC-07)
For non-geosynchronous constellation operators to keep their full spectrum rights in the future,
they will have to hit deployment milestones that start seven years after requesting the spectrum.
After those seven years, NGSO constellation operators will need to launch 10% of their satellites
in two years, 50% in five years and 100% in seven years. If constellation ventures fail to launch
enough satellites by the milestones, or within the total 14 years allotted, their spectrum rights are
limited proportionally to the number launched before time ran out.
2
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launched in the given timeline, then the filing will be modified to the launched number of systems. This is the baseline approach that SDA is taking to ensure success in spectrum management.
The Transport Layer is designed to have RF uplinks/downlinks and optical downlinks to and
from world-wide ground stations. The Transport Layer will use Ka-band, as defined below, for
the RF uplinks and downlinks.
The US&P national spectrum policy for Ka-band is:
1.
For Ka-band downlink, the lowest sub-band of 17.8-18.3 GHz is nationally allocated to
Federal Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) systems.
2.

For Ka-band downlink, the sub-band 18.3-20.2 GHz is allocated to non-Federal FSS
systems whose primary providers are commercial satellite downlinks for high-speed Internet.

3.

For Ka-band downlink, the sub-band 20.2-21.2 GHz is allocated to Federal FSS and
Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) systems only. The primary users of this Ka sub-band are
DoD satellite communications downlinks. Nationally this sub-band is exclusive for DoD
use, and any additional DoD users would be required to coordinate with incumbent users
which include NASA, DoD and DoC (NDD) with associated user group to start coordination.

4.

The lower Ka uplink sub-band of 27.5 -30.0 GHz is nationally allocated to non-Federal
operations. There is no allocation for Federal usage in the lower portion of the band nor
is there a footnote or other regulatory mechanism to allow for federal usage on a caseby-case basis. The use of this sub-band would be high-risk due to lack of Federal user
representation.

5.

The higher uplink sub-band of 30.0-31.0 GHz is nationally allocated to Federal FSS and
MSS. Government Footnote G117 to the US table of allocations further limits usage to
military systems only. The primary users of the 30.0-31.0 GHz band are military FSS
systems. Currently the band is lightly used relative to other SATCOM uplinks, and uplink coordination is likely to be easier than the corresponding downlink.

Based on the above, SDA is considering the use of Ka downlink sub-band 20.2-21.2 GHz and uplink sub-band of 30.0-31.0 GHz for the Transport Layer. SDA will consider other bands as long
as all applicable requirements are met.
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A generalized Spectrum Management process for a DoD space system is shown in Figure 4:
Figure 4 - The national and international processes are separate timelines, although some overlap exists. Achieving better than a 4-yr timeline for both is challenging

In the above figure, the spectrum certification, frequency assignment and international registration steps all represent a complicated and time-consuming process that can significantly delay
the launch dates of SDA constellation. SDA has already started the analyses required for filling
out form DD-1494 for Ka-band, and relevant information from the industry will be valuable for
this step.
It is the Government’s responsibility to identify a Government point of contact for spectrum
management to ensure that required documentation is submitted to the various NTIA committees
and sub-committees involved in the process of obtaining approvals. But the Government is very
dependent on documentation delivered from the contractor (s) to make the necessary frequency
filings.
Technical Objectives
1. The T0 Transport Layer SVs shall utilize Ka-band for limited downlink and uplink and
periodic regional access (locations TBD).
Specific Requirements
1.

Contractor shall deliver a frequency use plan that is compliant with all applicable NTIA
and ITU regulations. While SDA initial analysis indicates 20.2 – 21.2 GHz uplinks and
30.0 – 31.0 GHz downlinks are more favorable than other bands, the Government will
consider alternative proposals that meet mission requirements.

2.

Contractor shall deliver completed Form(s) DD 1494, Application for Equipment Frequency Allocation including technical details on transmitter, receiver, and antenna characteristics to enable SDA to obtain NTIA certification of spectrum support for terrestrial
and satellite systems.
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3.

Contractor shall deliver completed Standard Frequency Action Format applications for
frequency assignment to enable SDA to obtain US&P frequency assignments for terrestrial and satellite systems.

4.

Contractor shall deliver completed Advanced Publication Information to enable SDA to
file and coordinate satellite spectrum use with the ITU and other nations.

5.

Contractor shall deliver an analysis of registered geostationary orbit SVs and the interference potential of the SDA constellation uplinks and downlinks to affect such registered systems.

6.

Contractor shall, in concert with SDA, deliver an effective strategy to mitigate identified
interference potential to the identified systems and support successful SDA coordination
with affected system operators in accordance with NTIA and ITU requirements without
compromising system requirements.

7.

Contractor shall deliver a completed Spectrum Supportability Risk Assessment updated
at key system milestones in accordance with DoDI 4650.01 and DI-EMCS-81543 (Data
Item Descriptor Spectrum Supportability Risk Assessment)

8.

Contractor shall deliver any other information and service that can be helpful to the SDA
Spectrum Management staff, e.g. ITU filings, mega-constellation spectrum process and
filings.

9.

All applicable contractor deliverables shall comply with the NTIA Manual of Regulations and Procedures for Federal Radio Frequency Management, September 2017 Revision of the September 2015 Edition

Global Positioning System (GPS)/Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Receiver Integrated Timing System
General Information
Precise knowledge of the Position, Velocity, and Time (PVT) for each of the SDA SVs is necessary to support SV operations and various integrated payloads. To support these PVT requirements, each SV needs to include an integrated GPS/GNSS receiver and supporting timing system. The GPS/GNSS system must be designed to operate in LEO orbit (1000 km), account for
high LEO SV doppler rates, and provide rapid acquisition of GPS/GNSS SVs. The GPS/GNSS
receiver system needs to distribute real-time PVT data supporting integrated SDA SV operations,
including OISLs, IBS, Link-16, and PNT signal service. Each OISL terminal requires precise
knowledge of its SV platform PVT and orientation relative to the rest of the SDA constellation to
quickly close the optical link, thereby reducing the initial search pattern. A PVT prediction service will be implemented in the SDA MOC, and the ephemerides for all space vehicles will be
uploaded from the MOC to each space vehicle. These high accuracy PVT predictions will be included in OISL data exchange and to the ground and will be documented in the ICDs for the relevant links.
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Technical Objectives
1.Processed PVT and sensor data produced by the GPS/GNSS receiver system shall be made
periodically available to the ground control.
2.Raw PVT and sensor data produced by the GPS/GNSS receiver system shall be made available to the ground control on demand.
3.Transport Layer SVs shall be capable of determining in real time the SV platform PVT solution using the GPS/GNSS receiver system calibrated relative to the SV center of mass
from a near-polar 1000 km altitude orbit. Note that the GPS/GNSS receiver must handle
the much higher Doppler frequency and range rate seen in LEO.
Specific Requirements
1.Contractor shall provide and execute a GPS development, test, and verification plan to support the technical objectives outlined in Section 0
Alternative Position Navigation and Timing (A-PNT) Capability Using Cross Link Ranging
General Information
The Transport Layer operations will require precise knowledge of each of the SDA SV’s Position,
Velocity and Time (PVT) to support SV operations, as will its various integrated payloads. To
support mission robustness, the OISL must provide accurate ranging/timing information of the
relative distance between the SDA SVs. OISLs are capable of making intersatellite range measurements with sub-meter precision. This ranging accuracy translates to an estimate of relative SV
timing differences of a few nanoseconds measured relative to each of the SV’s on board clocks.
These measurements will include both SV to SV and SV to ground range/timing measurements.
One ground optical terminal will be synchronized to the DOD standard for UTC and to a presurveyed position near the ground terminal of a few centimeters (WGS-84), providing the absolute
reference for the constellation Position Velocity and Time (PVT).
These raw range measurements will ultimately be combined with other sensor data to compute
the SV absolute position and time, represented as a set of predicted ephemeris parameters and
clock predictions. The PVT processing could be accomplished within the OISL or through use of
other SV processing resources.
Knowledge of SV PVT is critical to proper operations of the Transport Layer and will be used to
enable the SDA A-PNT orbit and clock determination processing mission supporting all other
payloads. These data will at a minimum include all integrated intersatellite range/timing measurements, as well as each SV’s final PVT solution. Additional data would include status of the raw
and processed GPS/GNSS receiver measurements and its PVT estimates.
The OISL will likely require precise knowledge of the SV platform PVT and orientation relative
to the rest of the SDA constellation to quickly close the optical link, reducing the initial search
pattern. A PVT prediction service will be included in the SDA baseline, with PVT data being
distributed over the intersatellite links. These high-accuracy PVT predictions will be included in
OISL data exchange between SVs and to the ground terminals. These range measurements datasets
and other PVT data will be documented in relevant links ICD.
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Technical Objectives
1. The OISL shall provide time-tagged ranging measurements to <10 ns relative to the SV
clock to the ground and BMC3.
Battle Management Command, Control, & Communications (BMC3)
General Information
The Battle Management Command, Control, & Communications (BMC3) Layer is responsible for
several functions key to the eventual SDA constellation’s success, including, but not limited to,
management, coordination, and allocation of the resources necessary for the NDSA. BMC3 modules are envisioned to reside on Transport, Tracking, and future Custody nodes to provide not only
constellation management, mission management and command and control functions, but also as
an open hardware and software platform for mission data processing and exploitation needs.
Even though the T0 constellation does not have BMC3 as a primary goal, it may provide key risk
reductions for later tranches, specifically in areas such as onboard processing, networking, and
autonomy.
For T0, BMC3 envisions a Concept of Operations (CONOPs) that demonstrates fundamental connectivity and rudimentary BMC3 functionality. Thus, the T0 CONOPs consists of ensuring that
the Transport Layer supports uplink from ground command to BMC3 and downlink from BMC3
to ground command. T0 will also demonstrate the ability to operate third party massless 3 payloads
onboard Transport SVs.
Technical Objectives
1. The BMC3 module shall meet the following specifications:
a. Conform to the following SWaP constraints
< 30 x 15 x 15 cm
< 10 kg
< 15 W (survival power)
< 250 W (peak with max processing)

33

Massless Payload

A massless payload is a payload that is entirely algorithmic in nature, requiring only computing and power resources, while leveraging data and derived products available from the SDA nodes, constellations, and functional
layers. The massless payload has either no mission-specific hardware requirement or leverages existing mission
hardware. This scenario begins with a ground operator uploading a new software application to a node in space (this
is a new application, not a modification to existing flight software). The application executes on the BMC3 module
using input data accessible on the node. The application then returns data to the ground using the Transport Layer.
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2. The BMC3 module shall have a threshold 2-year design life and objective 4-year design
life.
3. All space vehicle hosted payload (GPS, OISL, Link-16, IBS) communications that are sent
to the ground shall also be capable of being sent to the BMC3 module.
4. The BMC3 module shall not operate core spacecraft functionality and shall only be used
as an alternate data landing zone for hosted payloads or to operate massless payloads
Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall provide a freely releasable Software Development Kit (SDK) that describes an open, modular software architecture to allow third parties to develop massless
payloads for the BMC3 module without support from the performing contractor.
2. Contractor shall demonstrate capability to execute third party massless payloads onboard
the BMC3 module using input data uplinked from a ground terminal to the SV.
3. Contractor shall demonstrate capability to downlink output from third party massless payloads onboard the BMC3 module from the SV to a ground terminal.
4. Contractor shall perform an on-orbit demonstration of the peak and nominal onboard processing capability.
5. Contractor shall demonstrate massless payload capability for executing one hot update on
one BMC3 module residing on one Transport Layer node with zero errors and no more
than three retries in the uplink transmission; verify that the updated BMC3 module is operational as such; notify ground command whether the update succeeded and, if so, how
long the transmission and update took; if the update failed, notify ground command how
many retries were attempted and why, if known, the update failed (e.g., whether transmission failed, whether on-node update failed, or whether higher-priority tasks overrode the
update).
a. Whenever applicable, the hot update should follow industry Continuous Delivery
(CD) and DevSecOps best practices.
6. Contractor shall demonstrate capability of the BMC3 module to demodulate or receive
demodulated Integrated Broadcast Service (IBS) data for a defined geographic area.
•
•

Handle all data being demodulated on the space vehicle at the SECRET level only.
Any IBS message produced must conform to the Common Message Format (CMF),
MIL-STD-6018.

Cyber Security
TBD
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Encryption
General Information
The Transport Layer by its defined architecture inherently has a number of cryptographic (crypto)
challenges. Most of these cryptographic challenges require National Security Agency (NSA) certified encryption equipment. The following aspects of the Transport layer will require NSA certified equipment crypto; Integrated Broadcast System, Link-16, OISL to OISL data transfer, and
Telemetry, Tracking and Calibration (TT&C). Additionally, there are red/black architecture considerations that need to be addressed to ensure integrity of the system, as well as adhering to NSA
design and operational guidelines.
As it is currently architected, these four areas must adhere to NSA certified encryption equipment
which is designed to protect systems requiring the most stringent protection mechanisms. Areas
requiring NSA certified encryption equipment must be certified by NSA for encrypting and decrypting classified and sensitive national security information when appropriately keyed. Additionally, these areas must be developed using established NSA business processes and containing
NSA-approved algorithms. Any equipment, device, or system integrated on the Transport Layer
which includes testing and formal analysis of cryptographic security, functional security, tamper
resistance (limited), emissions security (both EMSEC/TEMPEST), and security of the product
manufacturing and distribution process must adhere to NSA standards. Based on the SDA mission
and the Transport layer requirements, proposers should pay particular attention to NSA requirements for both Communications Security (COMSEC) and Transmission Security (TRANSEC).
It is expected that size, weight, and power (SWaP) will be one of the major limiting factors in the
design, development and manufacture of the bus and payloads. While there are a number of options
available for encrypting the network layer, (link encryption, Ethernet encryption, and HAIPE encryption), the contractor is encouraged to reduce SWaP and complexity where it can be safely
achieved. As such, red-black architectures need to be carefully considered. Signals that contain
sensitive or classified plaintext information (red signals) must be separated according to NSA certification standards from the black, or unclassified, side. These two areas, red and black, are usually
separated by an approved guard, firewall, or data-diode.
System interoperability is absolutely critical to the success of this development. In order to ensure interoperability from both a classified and unclassified perspective, the contractor must consider encryption as paramount to mission success. The Transport layer consists of hardware, software, and firmware. It is possible that a crypto module can consist of all three performing functions such as encryption, hashing, message authentication or key management.
Alternative options for encryption that utilize the NSA’s Commercial Solutions for Classified
Program (CSIC) may be possible for some applications (e.g. TT&C) if an existing capabilities
package can be used. Approaches that require significant deviations from existing capabilities
packages will not be evaluated favorably. New capabilities package development must consider
commercial viability of existing cryptographic solutions and not be solely reliant on custom-built
cryptographic solutions. Custom build cryptographic solutions fall better into what should be
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NSA-certified. 4 In situations where the contractor is approaching encryption from a hybrid perspective (Certified Crypto Products) and Commercial Solutions for Classified Program, it is encouraged that the contractor develops an NSA Capability Package as soon as possible to ensure
an architecture with specific NSA and commercial products will meet NSA encryption certification and guidelines.
Technical Objectives
1. On-board data handling within the Transport SV payload shall be at SECRET in order to
handle potential data fusion and Link-16 message processing. Data requiring classification beyond collateral SECRET will be encrypted at origin and decrypted at its destination and may transit the Transport Layer SVs without further security measures.
2. All links shall be encrypted. The system shall support an appropriately secure approach
for key management.
3. Commands shall be authenticated by the destination SV. Intermediate nodes on the network do not need to authenticate, although each link between nodes will be encrypted.
Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall comply with the Federal Information processing Standard (FIPS) 140-3
– Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules unless NSA Information Assurance
Security Requirements Document (IASRD) and Technical Security Requirements Document (TSRD) requirements are levied due to the NSA crypto certification process. FIPS
140-3 covers the design, development and implementation of cryptographic modules, and
underlying algorithms, in hardware or software.
2. Contractor shall utilize NSA-Certified Crypto Products where required
3. Contractor shall utilize NSA’s CSIC program to demonstrate new and unique approaches
to Encryption (ultra-low SWaP, dynamic keying, dynamic connectivity, space and
ground networking) where practical
4. The contractor shall provide any required unclassified test encryption keys

4
The CSIC program “enables commercial products to be used in layered solutions to protect classified National
Security Systems information. The goal of the program is to “provide the ability to securely communicate based
on commercial standards in a solution that can be fielded in months, not years”.
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Hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) / Software-in-the-loop (SWIL) Testbed Requirements for
Transport Layer
General Information
The hardware-in-the-loop/software-in-the-loop (HWIL/SWIL) testbed will be Government-owned
and operated. It is located at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. It will be
used to verify spacecraft and payload interoperability, network and routing behavior, space-toground site link compatibility, and space-to-space link compatibility and to perform software testing verification of the integrated BMC3 applications. The contractor is required to provide the
necessary hardware, documentation, and support to allow for the Government verification of
standards and interoperability.
Technical Objectives
1. The contractor-provided engineering unit shall include a user manual, and any Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) and/or Special Test Equipment (STE) needed to operate in the
HWIL/SWIL testbed.
2. The delivered engineering units shall be tested to verify compliance with the relevant Interface Control Documents (ICDs), standards, and documented requirements.
3. Functionally equivalent components developed by different contractors shall be tested to
ensure interoperability.
4. SDA SV networking & time transfer subsystems shall have physical layer interoperability defined via contractor adopted commercial standards and protocols (with identified
modifications) that can be verified through hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) testing for:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

SV to SV optical communication
SV to SV V-band communication
SV to ground optical communication
SV to ground Ka-band communication
SV to ground/air L-band (Link-16) communication

This includes assessment of appropriate waveform, modulation, and coding for potential
aperture and transceiver capabilities and necessitates joint development of detailed ICDs
for each of these communication interfaces. Note that SV to SV V-band communication
is intended as a risk reduction effort for the OISLs and must be carried through CDR.
5. It is an objective of the Transport Layer to ensure interoperability with all required systems prior to launch. Simulations, test beds, and flight unit assessments and tests will be
performed to verify compatibility/interoperability. Once the constellations are on orbit,
new terminals shall be tested with HWIL/SWIL test beds or other test units to ensure interoperability.
Specific Requirements
1. Engineering software and hardware units shall be developed by the contractor and delivered for integration into the HWIL/SWIL testbed. The delivering contractor shall also
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provide the necessary support and expertise to aid in integration of the delivered hardware/software.
2. The contractor shall provide a complete engineering unit of the space vehicle control, telemetry and data handling (CTDH) subsystem and communications subsystem, inclusive
of OISLs, to be integrated and tested in the government HWIL/SWIL test-bed to verify
spacecraft and payload interoperability, verify network and routing behavior, verify
space-to-ground site link compatibility, verify space-to-space link compatibility, and perform software testing verification of the integrated BMC3 applications.
3. The contractor shall provide support/labor to integrate the hardware and software into the
HWIL/SWIL testbed.
4. The contract shall provide a plan to participate in OISL interoperability verification testing, using a flight representative model of their design, prior to CDR.
Ground System and Operations
General Information
The Transport Layer SV(s) will be operated from the Navy Research Laboratory’s Blossom
Point Tracking Facility (BPTF). Initial launch and checkout operations may be accomplished
from a contractor facility or from BPTF. If accomplished at a contractor facility, operations must
be transferred to BPTF for operations once initial launch and checkout is complete.
The ground system at BPTF is designed to support SV TT&C and some mission data processing.
It will be used for both initial and long-term test, experimentation and nominal SV operations.
The Support Layer will provide the Spacecraft Operations Center (SOC) and the Mission Operations Center (MOC). These will have the ability to communicate with the SVs, perform SV operations (nominal ops, orbit adjustment, recovery, de-orbit, software and data uploads), perform
network operations (routing table generation with autonomous network implementation, SDR
update generation), and mission planning in support of Transport Layer demonstrations/exercises. The MOC uses vendor-provided command-telemetry databases, operations handbooks,
etc.to operate the heterogeneous constellation without enforcing complete consistency on the
SV-ground data interface.
The Support Layer needs to fully understand how to operate the SVs in support of these operational activities. The Transport Layer needs to be able to verify the interoperability of all modifications to the SV networking software and settings, prior to any new operations.
Technical Objectives
1. The SV shall be capable of sending and receiving Telemetry, Tracking & Commanding
(TT&C) and mission data over Ka-band.
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2. The telemetry system shall store and delay transmission of telemetry data if required due
to availability and location of receiving assets.
3. The SV shall be capable of storing a minimum of 48 hours of State of Health Telemetry
data on board
Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall provide designs and ICDs for terrestrial data processing and storage at
PDR, CDR and other design reviews as requested.
2. Contractor shall provide a Space to Ground ICD
3. Contractor shall provide to Naval Research Laboratory engineers SV and/or mission specific information for the purposes of the Ground Resource Manager (GRM) engineers
creating configurations and scripts to perform the GRM Service as well as mission
unique software design and implementation. This information can include details on radio
frequency signals, cryptographic algorithms and keys, networking and routing tables, telemetry frame and command formats, command and telemetry database, and overall mission concept of operations, anomaly resolution procedures, specific SV contact set-up,
execution, troubleshooting/failover, and shut down.
4. Contractor shall provide to NRL documentation and training on procedures and contingencies sufficient to conduct SV operations in a nominal environment, set up test configurations, perform SV maintenance and troubleshooting, and set up operational configurations for use in military exercise operations.
5. Contractor shall provide to NRL the SV operational procedures, including nominal and
recovery operations or maintenance of any network or encryption equipment or databases.
6. Contractor shall provide to NRL the means for ground station operators to update SV and
network (radio, router/switch) software, routing tables, and any other modifiable parameters.
7. Contractor shall maintain an inventory accounting system for Government Furnished
Equipment (GFE), Government Furnished Software (GFS), and other Government Furnished Tools.
8. Contractor shall provide a spacecraft operator’s guide (On Orbit Handbook), Mission
Rules and Operational Constraints (MROC), source code and software deficiency tracking.
9. Contractor shall ensure C2 software is available via the Enterprise Ground Services catalog at delivery of capability.
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10. Contractor shall ensure sufficient staffing to support integration with the ground and
availability for initialization and checkout. The Contractor shall also provide limited support for test event planning.
11. Contractor shall use Enterprise Ground Hardened Operating System (HOS) Service templates as the basis for operating system installation into any environment requiring application of DISA Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG)s for the purposes of
Mission Unique Software development.
12. Contractor shall request and maintain records of OS licenses required for all instances of
HOS, consistent with SDA requirements and constraints, including use of Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) channels.
13. Contractor shall support verification of SV command and control via Neptune prior to
launch.
14. Contractor shall support reviews of the mission operations team and ground segment development
15. Contractor shall support a Ka-band compatibility test with the ground system
Launch
General Information
SDA will utilize the U.S. Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) Rocket Systems
Launch Program (RSLP) Office, within the Launch Enterprise, who will provide the Launch Vehicle(s) (LV) and launch services for the SDA mission through the Orbital Services Program 4
(OSP-4) contract or follow-on contracts.
SDA will be an OSP-4 Launch Vehicle Mission Assurance (MA) Category 2 mission, as defined
in the OSP-4 Performance-based Work Statement (PWS).
The baseline launch location(s) for this mission is to be proposed (TBP) by the Launch Services
Contractor (LSC).
The LV providers will comply will the Small Launch Interface Specification (SLIS). The SLIS
defines the standard interface between the RSLP Spacelift System (SS) and the Payload (PL) in
accordance with the Small Launch Performance Requirements Document (SLPRD). The SLIS
and SLPRD are designed together to provide a standardized RSLP SS that meets CPD requirements while accommodating a variety of PL types and Launch Service Contractors.
The LV(s) will place the SDA SVs into desired orbits and the SVs will separate from the LV(s)
via separation systems, as defined. The launch solution may include primary and/or dedicated
launch(es) to provide the SDA launch service. The LSC may propose the launch solution as a
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multi-SV mission, which will include compliance with the OSP-4 PWS on multi-SV mission requirements. The Integrated Payload Stack(s) (IPS) consists of all the SDA SVs and flight integration hardware, including separation systems and adapters, on each LV.
The LV(s) will provide separation systems for the SDA SVs proposed, that impart a separation
velocity adequate to prevent re-contact between the SV and LV, with combined tip-off rates of
less than 2 deg/sec (including separation system tip-off, vehicle rates, and CG alignment) about
each axis.
The LSC will provide to the SVC(s) flight representative interface hardware to be used for (each)
SV environmental testing. The LSC will provide handling and shipping instructions for the flight
representative interface hardware to be performed by the SVC(s).
The LSC will provide the flight representative interface hardware six (6) months prior to the
LSC PSR(s).
The LSC will provide one (1) spare flight dispenser for each dispenser type within the proposed
launch solution.
The launch solution will provide conditioned air to the SVs after encapsulation through launch to
maintain temperature and humidity requirements described in the SLIS. The launch solution includes a continuous clean dry gaseous nitrogen (GN2) purge to SV(s) inside the PLF throughout
processing until liftoff, if needed.
The launch solution will provide the SDA SVs Payload Processing Facility (PPF) and SV/LV integration and encapsulation facility.
Technical Objectives
1. The Transport Layer SVs shall be able to be launched as a ride share and perform orbital
maneuvers for orbit transfer and trim, station keeping, and de-orbit at end of life.
Specific Requirements
1. Contractor shall comply with the provisions for SV/LV interface, giver/receiver and other
requirements as outlined in the RSLP Small Launch Performance Requirements Document (SLPRD).
2. Contractor shall indicate any atypical prelaunch requirements while encapsulated in the
fairing
3. Contractor shall provide all required ICDs for launch including, but not limited to, mechanical, electrical, and environmental.
Mission Assurance
General Information
Mission assurance is the project-wide identification, evaluation, and mitigation or control of all
existing and potential deficiencies that pose a threat to mission success, throughout the product
life cycle. A mission assurance plan (MAP) provides the methods and processes that the contrac-
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tor uses to assess and eliminate or control deficiencies for a specific product. Deficiencies include items such as hazards, mission impacting failures, and system performance anomalies.
Typically, mission assurance is composed of three sections:
1. Safety: measure of interactions of a product to avoid accidents
2. Reliability: measure of functional integrity of a product on a sustained basis
3. Quality: measure of control over the processes applied to the product
Technical Objectives
1.The mission assurance plan shall be developed prior to PDR and shall contain processes that
address safety, reliability, and quality control consistent with industry best practices.
Specific Requirements
1.Contractor shall provide a Mission Assurance Pan
Data Deliverables
Note: in the final RFP this section may be supplemented by DD Forms 1423 and accompanying
instructions as required.
The following data deliverables will be required as part of this effort. The Contractor shall produce and make the appropriate distribution of all data deliverables. The frequency for all deliverables is a one-time delivery plus any revisions, or as specified below.
1. Contract Kick-off documentation
2. Technical interchange meeting documentation (approximately monthly)
3. Design and readiness review documentation for PDR, CDR and LRR
4. Integrated payload-bus test plan
5. Payload-to-Bus interface control document
6. Bus specification (if item is new build)
7. Documentation to verify mission and interface requirements have been met
8. Post-launch report (including details of payload-related items such as measured launch environments and payload state vector at injection)
9. SV and payload data for the duration of contracted operations
10. SDK for BMC3 module
Place of Performance
Contract performance will be conducted at the contractor’s manufacturing facility. Periodic technical reviews will be held at the contractor’s facilities, at sub-contractors’ facilities, and/or at
Washington, DC area government facilities.
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Period of Performance
10 July 2020 (TBD) through 30 November 2022
Security
TBD, expected SECRET/NF, DD 254
Government-Furnished Equipment (GFE)/Government-Furnished Information (GFI)
Government-Furnished Equipment
The Government will provide the following equipment.
1. Government facility and hardware-in-the-loop testbed capability for verifying intersatellite crosslink interoperability, networking and routing behavior, and integrated Battle
Management application executability
2. Optical Intersatellite Link (OISL) Gold Standard – a Government provided reference optical terminal
3. Launch vehicle and launch services via dedicated or rideshare opportunity for all contracted space vehicles
4. Ground segment and mission operations support at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
Blossom Point Tracking Facility (BPTF), to include ground receive hardware and software associated with Ka-band operations.
Government-Furnished Information
The Government will provide the following information.
1. Integrated Broadcast System (IBS) message description and formats
2. Link-16 network and message descriptions and formats
3. Government-facilitated inter-vendor-developed Interface Control Documents (ICD) for
each layer of the Open Systems Interconnected (OSI) model
4. BMC3 Software Development Plan (SDP)
5. Spectrum allocation for all Ka-band uplinks and downlinks
6. Example massless payloads that comply with the contractor provided SDK
7. All referenced and applicable compliance documentation
8. ICD for the Hardware-in-the-Loop testbed
9. Optical Ground Terminal specification
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Appendix A – SDA Transport Layer CONOPS

Table 3 - The nominal Tranche 0 constellation allows for continuous
network, as well as periodic access to demonstrate the tactical links

Parameter
Number of Planes
SVs per Plane
Altitude
Inclination
Node Separation
Mean Anomaly Separation
Interplane Phasing
OISLs per SV

Group A
7

2

Group B

1000 km
80-100 deg
31.643 deg

3

51.429 deg

36 deg

25.714 deg
4

18 deg
2 In-Plane
Link 16
IBS
Ka
GPS

Mission Payload

IBS

TT&C Downlink
Navigation

Ka
GPS

System Architecture
The Tranche 0 (T0) Transport Layer consists of a Space Segment and a predominantly Government-provided Ground Segment. The Space Segment is nominally a heterogeneous constellation
of 20 space vehicles. The Ground Segment consists of a Spacecraft Operations Center (SOC) located at Blossom Point with ground terminals located there and in other to-be-determined locations.
The constellation consists of two types of SVs, group A SVs which provide the full networking
infrastructure to link the entire constellation and group B SVs which support in-plane crosslinks
and mission communications through IBS and Link-16. The SVs are in two planes at an altitude
of 1000 km and between 80 and 100 deg inclination. (Note that, as the constellation buildout
likely requires nodal precession, 90 deg inclination is undesirable.) Group A is evenly spaced in
plane to allow for continuous contact with the ground and bidirectional crosslinking around the
ring. Group B is clumped to allow for periods of continuous coverage of a theater for test and experimentation.
External Interfaces
The Transport Layer is designed to have two data links inherent on T0: Link-16 and IBS.
Integrated Broadcast Service (IBS)
The IBS Enterprise disseminates near real-time (NRT) tactically/operationally significant intelligence and information to the warfighter, providing situational awareness, rapid threat warning,
friendly force tracking, combat search and rescue, missile defense and theater missile warning and
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other vital data to the decision-making processes. IBS is a theater-tailored information and intelligence dissemination architecture with global connectivity that uses a standardized common data
format and a common tactical terminal family and is interoperable with current and programmed
tactical and strategic warfare systems. IBS is an interactive service that provides intelligence producers the means to disseminate strategic, operational, and tactical information to the warfighter
via multiple transmission paths in accordance with dynamic, user-generated dissemination priorities. This information is continually refined using data from strategic, operational, and tactical
sensors.
IBS will be integrated on the Transport Layer to modernize current capabilities to better support
the warfighters requirements for worldwide timely threat warning and situational awareness (SA)
information across the range of military operations. The Transport Layer will provide long-haul
IBS thus providing disseminated intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) derived from
combat information to tactical warfighters and other data users. Warfighters and decision-makers
are supported through IBS dissemination of ISR data to support SA, indications & warning (I&W),
threat warning, threat avoidance, force protection, friendly force tracking, target tracking, and targeting/engagement.
For T0, IBS demonstrations are critical in demonstrating support to the warfighter. From an operational perspective, T0 is designed to:
1.

Demonstrate the capability to transport bulk IBS data from two different centers (JIOC to
DCGS etc). While the full constellation goal is to transport bulk IBS data from CONUS to
OCONUS, based on the size of Tranche 1, it will be demonstrated in a limited capacity.

2. Demonstrate the capability of receiving and decrypting IBS data (for a specific geographic
area) onboard the SV in the BMC3 module. While the decrypted IBS data will not be fused
with other data for T0, it provides a better understanding of the sizing and computing necessary for Tranche 1.
3. Demonstrate the capability of producing an IBS message set onboard the SV and sending
it down the Ka-band to the ground.
Link-16
Link-16 is the DoD and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) primary tactical data link for
Service (e.g. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine, Missile Defense) and Defense agency command and
control, intelligence and weapon systems applications. As envisioned in future Tranches, the
Tracking and Custody layers will be providing time sensitive targeting solutions, necessitating the
ability to provide Link-16 to tactical users. Having Link-16 onboard the SV provides disseminated
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) derived from combat information to tactical
warfighters and other data users. Warfighters and decision-makers are supported through Link-16
dissemination of ISR data to support SA, indications and warning (I&W), threat warning, threat
avoidance, force protection, friendly force tracking, target tracking, and targeting/engagement.
For the Transport Layer SVs to join a Link-16 network, the SVs must first be approved for the
network. The Link-16 network is controlled by the Joint Interface Control Officer (JICO), who is
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the senior multi-tactical data link interface control officer in support of joint task force operations.
The JICO is responsible for effecting planning and management of the joint tactical data link network within a theater of operations. When a user wants to utilize Link-16 in the AOR, the user is
required to initiate an Information Exchange Requirement (IER). The IER is a request for a data
link which must be approved by the JICO or by the Interface Control Officer (ICO). The JICO and
the ICO develop Multi-TADIL network (MTN) architectures based on Joint Force Requirements,
conducts data registration, fidelity checks and resolves connectivity and interoperability problems.
The JICO will control and act as the coordinating authority for the Joint Interface Control Cell
(JICC), Regional Interface Control Officers (RICO), and Sector Interface Control Officers (SICO)
for planning and execution of functions that cross regional and/or sector boundaries or impact the
theater-wide MTN. In order to be active in the MTN, planning operations for test and future SDA
SVs, SDA must have requested and been approved in the Operational Tasking Data Links (OPTASKLINK) by the JICO.
To support these mission requirements and for the CONOPS, the Transport Layer is envisioned to
have these capabilities:
4. Generate and transmit Link-16 messages (through L band Link-16 network) generated
from the Tracking Layer to those missile defense assets in the theater of operations.
5. Generate and transmit Link-16 messages (through L band Link-16 network) from the Custody Layer (hosted on the ground for T0) to support SA, I&W, threat warning, threat avoidance, force protection, friendly force tracking, target tracking and targeting/engagement to
various users (e.g. maritime, ground, air, missile defense).
6. Generate and transmit Link-16 messages (through L band Link-16 network) from other
sources (e.g. CONUS intelligence analysis, in-theater intelligence centers (e.g. JIOC,
DCGS) to support SA, I&W, threat warning, threat avoidance, force protection, friendly
force tracking, target tracking and targeting/engagement.
Space Segment Interfaces
Interoperability
The T0 Transport constellation consists of SVs provided by multiple vendors. The SVs must be
interoperable for the purposes of routing data through the network, i.e., at the physical, data, and
network levels of the OSI model. The SVs do not exchange information directly, which would
imply either a common command-telemetry database or requiring each SV to carry a database
for each vendor in the constellation. The baseline is for any information that needs to be exchanged between SVs (to support BMC3 experimentation, for example) is sent to the ground,
which changes formats, if necessary, before routing it to the destination SV. As a result, interoperability between SVs at layers above the network level is not anticipated.
Ground Segment
The T0 Transport space segment interfaces with a common ground segment developed by SDA.
The SVs are operated out of the Naval Research Laboratory’s station at Blossom Point.
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Tracking Layer
The T0 Tracking Layer is being developed simultaneously with the T0 Transport Layer. While it
is not intended that the Tracking Layer be completely dependent on the Transport Layer for communications, the systems are expected to interoperate at some nominal level, particularly in the
Capstone Demonstration. The Transport Layer can be tasked to support communications to and
from a Tracking Layer SV equipped with an SDA-compatible crosslink. When established, this
link carries commands from the MOC to the Tracking Layer SV, as well as returning H&S and
mission data to the ground.
Link Descriptions
This section describes the three-telecommunication links internal to the Transport Layer: the Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) link, the crosslinks, and the optical ground link. The
data over all links will be encrypted.
TT&C
The TT&C link provides the operators the ability to command and control an individual space
vehicle (SV), as well as receive SV telemetry and mission data, through traditional methods
when the SV is in view of an appropriate ground entry point (GEP). More importantly, for the
operation of the T0 Transport Layer, the SV in view acts as a Constellation Entry Vehicle (CEV)
for the constellation, allowing the operators nearly the same degree of access to every SV linked
together in the constellation, including, potentially, users external to the Transport Layer. The
TT&C link is also the basic means of communication with any SV that is in a safe mode.
The TT&C link is at Ka-band to allow for reliably returning the large amounts of data that come
from operating even a relatively small LEO constellation. The GEPs for the TT&C link for T0
will be located at Blossom Point and at least one other site. The baseline is to use Ka for both uplink and downlink. In normal operations, both the GEP and SV track each other during any pass
based on a schedule defined by Mission Operations and/or autonomous determination based on
the SV ephemeris.
Note: There is an open trade on the band to use for uplink, and proposers should feel free to suggest alternates to the Ka-band baseline, including SGLS/USB, both SGLS/USB and Ka, or other
readily available options.
Crosslinks
For the LEO constellation to have any utility as a network, it must include crosslinks. As it is
likely for the ultimate constellation to be heterogeneous, the number of crosslinks per SV will
vary across the constellation, but all will have at least two for in plane communication. SVs supporting cross-plane communication and/or optical links to the ground or external users can be expected to have four. The proliferation of each type of SV will be set to maintain the required connectivity with the network.
To provide low-latency, high-bandwidth connectivity to external users of the system and
throughout the constellation, it is highly desirable to use Optical Intersatellite Links (OISLs) as
the crosslink backbone of the space component of the network. The baseline is to use 1550 nm
optical links. The state of the art of this technology is on order of 1 Gbps in bandwidth, and it is
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desirable to demonstrate that level of performance in T0, although it may be limited by available
cryptographic technology. The details of the physical layer of this link are captured in Section 0.
The networking topology is discussed is not repeated here, but all crosslinks, except for those inplane, require tracking in order to maintain the link. The SVs must compensate for the relative
motion of the out-of-plane SVs, external users, and ground sites autonomously based on grounduploaded ephemerides.
The crosslink acquisition process needs to be rapid and mostly autonomous. The cross-plane
links break whenever the planes of the two nodes cross. As a result, the acquisition process is a
regular part of T0 operations and therefore must occur reliably and rapidly. The process may be
assisted by provided ephemeris information and high-level tasking from mission operations, but
the system must be able to autonomously acquire the links to account for all circumstances.
Note: While optical communication technology for space applications has matured rapidly in recent years, as of release, successful operation on orbit has been limited. SDA is sponsoring and
monitoring OISL on-orbit experimentation. As mitigation against continued challenges with
OISLs, SDA expects vendors to carry RF crosslinks in parallel with OISLs through at least CDR.
By that point, SDA will make a more informed decision based on the results of a number of onorbit demonstrations. The crosslink behavior described should be essentially the same, although
a lower bandwidth is expected than with OISLs.
Optical Ground Links
The Ka TT&C downlink provides a significant amount of bandwidth. However, as the constellation grows, by adding new payloads and missions, and as the threat environment continues to
evolve, optical links to the ground will become necessary. The T0 constellation will demonstrate
the routine use of optical links to Optical Ground Terminals (OGTs). In order to maximize operational flexibility and simplify the design, the crosslink OISLs will be used to communicate with
the OGTs. The OGTs will be compliant with the SDA OISL standard, and therefore each crosslink will be capable of linking with the OGTs. As a result, the behavior described above for the
crosslinks applies to the optical ground links, as well, although higher data rates may be achievable.
Networking and Routing
The T0 constellation consists of two planes of crosslinked spacecraft with some nodes capable of
cross-plane traffic. T0 has a baseline of specified deterministic behavior with the ability for the
ground to customize the forwarding and control behavior of each individual node to support experimentation and improvements in performance. The baseline behavior is for exactly two copies, assuming perfect network and link performance, arrive at any destination within the network.
The intent is to use redundancy to avoid requiring acknowledgment/negative acknowledgment
protocols.
Each plane acts as a counter-rotating ring, with information flowing in both directions (“north”
and “south”). The baseline behavior is slightly different if the data must pass between planes to
reach its destination. There are a number of use cases:
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Ground Transmitting to SV in Direct Contact
The SV that is linked directly to the ground (i.e., with no crosslinks) via the ground terminal is
called the Constellation Entry Vehicle (CEV). With multiple ground terminals, it is possible to
have more than one CEV at any time. The MOC determines which CEV to use when there are
multiple options available. If the data from ground is destined for a CEV, the data is received and
processed on that platform with no additional action required.
Ground Transmitting to SV in plane with CEV
When the CEV receives data destined for a difference SV in its plane, the data is forwarded both
in the north and south directions. All in-plane SVs continue forwarding the data in the same direction around the ring until it reaches its destination, where it is removed from the network.
Ground Transmitting to SV not in plane with CEV
When the CEV receives data destined for the other plane, if it currently has an active cross-plane
crosslink, it forwards the data over that link. If it does not, it forwards the data in one direction,
either north or south. Each SV in the initial plane continues that until it reaches one with an active cross-plane crosslink. Once in the destination plane, the behavior is as above. If that SV is
the destination, no further action is required. If not, it is forwarded in both directions around the
ring to its final destination.
CEV Transmitting to Ground
The case where the CEV is transmitting to ground is straight-forward. The SV is aware it has an
active link to ground and passes its data directly over that link.
SV in Plane with CEV Transmitting to Ground
In this case, the originating SV transmits data in both directions around the ring. When the data
reaches an SV in contact with the ground, the data is sent via that link and removed from the network. The ground deconflicts the duplicate copies. For this scheme to work, each SV must know
which plane is in contact with the ground. Whether this is done through a simple schedule, by
maintaining ephemeris for the constellation on-board each SV, or other method, the ground is responsible for maintaining this information and providing it to each SV.
SV Not in Plane with CEV Transmitting to Ground
As each SV is provided the information to determine which plane has ground contact at any
time, the SV determines that the data must be sent to the other plane. The data is sent in one direction around the ring (nominally opposite that for uplink) until it reaches a vehicle with an active cross-plane crosslink. The data passes to the other plane and then is forwarded in both directions around that ring. Whenever the data reaches a vehicle with an active ground link, the data is
transmitted to ground and removed from the network.
Tactical User
This case is a combination of the forward and return link cases above. Again, the ground must
provide the information to determine which plane is in contact with the tactical user via each link
type at what time. The data enters the constellation via a CEV. If the selected tactical link is inplane, the data is forwarded both ways around the ring. If it is out-of-plane, it is forwarded in one
direction until it can cross planes and then bidirectionally in the new plane. It continues until it
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reaches a vehicle with an active tactical link. The destination SV is responsible for ensuring that
only one copy of any packet is transmitted over the link.
The return path from the tactical user to ground is simply the reverse. If the network is to be used
to connect two tactical users, the baseline is for the data to pass back to the MOC and then be
routed back to the other user.
Hop Counter
The ground defines for each SV a maximum “hop” constraint. Each time data is forwarded, a
hop counter in the header is incremented. If, at any point, the hop counter exceeds the maximum
hop constraint, the data is removed from the network. This prevents data from circling the network indefinitely. The maximum hop constraint for the T0 Transport network as described can
be set to 18 (twice the number of SVs per plane minus two).
Ground Management
For the most part, this simple scheme allows each node to manage the forwarding behavior without needing much information beyond the destination ID, which should be in the packet header.
The information that is required for networking (note that other information is required to maintain the physical layer) is which SVs are in-plane, the maximum number of hops, the forwarding
behavior at the CEV and cross-plane vehicles, and the contact schedule by plane for the ground
and tactical users. The ground updates this information regularly.
This baseline behavior can be modified by the ground to experiment with different forwarding
and control schema within the constellation. The degree of flexibility supported is implementation specific.
Constellation Operations
Constellation operations are performed by a mission operations team (MOT) located at Blossom
Point, MD using the NRL Neptune Common Ground Architecture. The MOC is a secure enclave
operating at the collateral Secret level. The MOT operates the constellation through a single set
of user interfaces. The Neptune system abstracts the differences between the SVs provided by
different vendors (based on inputs provided by those vendors) to enable this single control interface.
Communications between the MOC and the constellation pass through either RF or optical
ground terminals, as described above. One RF ground terminal is located at Blossom Point. The
locations of other RF terminals and the OGTs have not yet been determined. Data is encrypted at
the origin and not decrypted until received at the final destination. There is no plan for data to be
decrypted anywhere but on the SVs or within the MOC.
Real-time Operations
The MOT can operate the constellation both in real-time and through macros and time-tagged
commands. The MOT can operate any vehicle in the constellation through any Constellation Entry Vehicle, whichever SV is in contact with the MOC through the ground terminals. All commands are authenticated on-board, and the MOT monitors the telemetry, capturing the number of
commands that fail authentication.
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The MOT monitors the health and safety of the constellation in real-time. Each SV passes lowrate housekeeping data to the ground continuously. Telemetry over and above housekeeping is
provided by MOT command. In particular, the SVs return sufficient data for the MOT to be able
to monitor the status of all nodes and links in the network, including what tactical users and external SVs are connected.
The MOT can reconfigure the network, reallocate crosslinks and ground and user links, update
ground terminal schedules, etc. in real-time, as needed. The MOT can also command downlink
of the flight recorders in real-time, both for the CEV and for any SV in the constellation network.
Planning and Assessment
While the MOT can choose to control all parts of the network in real-time, many operations are
automated and/or planned in advance. The MOT generates the schedule of ground contacts, allocation of crosslinks to different Transport SVs, user SVs, and OGTs, and manages the cryptographic keys used for secure communications. The MOT maintains the ephemerides that are uploaded to the SVs based on GPS and crosslink telemetry and updates flight software as needed.
Most constellation operations activities can be planned in advance.
In addition, the MOT works to plan mission activities, including the Capstone demonstration.
The MOT coordinates with IBS and Link-16 planning offices and develop SV tasking to support
the agreed upon events. All mission activities are expected to occur with the MOC and MOT in
real-time contact with the constellation.
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Appendix B – Transport Layer Tranche 0 Capstone
The procurement of the initial tranche for SDA is distributed across the Transport, Tracking,
Support, BMC3, and Custody layers, but all of these elements must operate together to provide
warfighting capability. SDA envisions a capstone demonstration in the 1st Quarter of FY23 integrating all of these elements to allow the warfighter to gain familiarity with the capabilities of the
architecture and to provide feedback prior to the larger investments of Tranche 1. To the extent
feasible, the capstone event will be coordinated with other military exercises, e.g. Valiant Shield.
The capstone event has two aspects, one related to Tracking and the other to Custody. In the
Tracking aspect, the Tracking layer detects and initiates track on an advanced threat without
prior cue or other knowledge. The track data (whether optical sighting messages, 2-D tracks, or
other products) is transmitted through the Transport network to the ground. The Tranche 0 (T0)
ground, in concert with the relevant portions of the Ballistic Missile Defense System enterprise,
processes this data to create a correlated track. The track data is sent back to the Transport network and forwarded through the tactical links to a user in theater. This transmission timelines
must be on order of seconds to demonstrate the ability to provide timely data in support of
shorter engagement timelines.
The Custody aspect of the capstone event is to demonstrate the ability to transmit sensor data and
fuse it at the forward edge as a component of shortening the long-range strike timelines. In future
tranches, on-orbit sensors will be equipped with Transport-layer compatible crosslinks, but there
will not be any available during the T0 capstone. Therefore, sensor data will be streamed from
the ground through the Transport network to a platform in theater. The sensor data will be from
multiple phenomenologies, likely including both SIGINT detections and SAR or EO imagery.
The data is received on the ground, which fuses it to form a track and then sends it to theater
through the tactical links.
The capstone event is the culmination of a two-year sprint to demonstrate military utility through
T0. It follows several demonstrations and flight experiments (starting FY21) to demonstrate key
technologies, as well as the verification and validation and on-orbit test campaign of the
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Transport T0 space vehicles. The SV providers are critical in enabling the capstone demonstration and are expected to have a key role in defining the test and experiment plan, including the
details of the capstone itself, going forward.
The Tracking component of the capstone consists of uncued detection of an advanced missile threat, forming a correlated track, and transmitting that track to a tactical user in theater. Transport receives data from the Tracking SVs, forwards it to ground, receives a correlated track, and forwards that to the tactical user.
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Appendix C – Compliance Documents
1. Interface Control Documents for the Link-16 payload (TBP)
2. Interface Control Documents for the IBS payload (TBP)
3. MIL-STD-6018: Common Message Format (CMF) (http://everyspec.com/MILSTD/MIL-STD-3000-9999/MIL-STD-6018_NOTICE-1_34840/)
4. CCSDS 141.0-B-1 (https://public.ccsds.org/Pubs/141x0b1.pdf)
5. CCSDS 142.0-B-1 (https://public.ccsds.org/Pubs/142x0b1.pdf)
6. Draft OISL Standard (TBD)
7. RSLP Small Launch Performance Requirements Document (TBP)
8. RSLP Small Launch Interface Specification (TBP)
9. DoDI 4650.01 Policy and Procedures for Management and Use of the Electromagnetic
Spectrum, 17 Oct 17 (https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/465001p.pdf)
10. DI-EMCS-81543, Data Item Descriptor Spectrum Supportability Risk Assessment, 20
Jan 2012 (http://everyspec.com/DATA-ITEM-DESC-DIDs/DI-EMCS/DI-EMCS81543_40300/)
11. Manual of Regulations and Procedures for Federal Radio Frequency Management, September 2017 Revision of the September 2015 Edition
(https://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/ntia_manual_september_2017_revision.pdf)
12. DoDI 8560.01 Communications Security (COMSEC) Monitoring and Information Assurance (https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/856001p.pdf)
13. NIST SP 800-37 Risk Management Framework for Information Systems and Organizations: A System Live Cycle Approach for Security and Privacy (https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-37/rev-2/final)
14. NIST SP 800-53 Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and
Organizations (https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-53/rev-4/final)
15. NIST SP 800-137 Information Security Continuous Monitoring (https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-137/final)
16. DoD 5200.08 Physical Security Program (https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/520008p.pdf?ver=2019-04-22-104600-590)
17. Interface Control Documents for the NRL HWIL/SWIL testbed (TBP)
18. Interface Control Documents for the Common Ground Segment at NRL (TBP)
19. CNSSP 12 Cybersecurity Policy for Space Systems Used to Support National Security
Missions (http://www.cnss.gov/CNSS/issuances/Policies.cfm)
20. CNSSI 1200 National Information Assurance Instruction for Space Systems Used to Support National Security Missions (http://www.cnss.gov/CNSS/issuances/Instructions.cfm)
21. NIST SP 800-171 Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Information Systems and Organizations (https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800171/rev-1/final)
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22. U.S. Government Orbital Debris Mitigation Standards (https://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/library/usg_orbital_debris_mitigation_standard_practices_november_2019.pdf)
23. FIPS 140-3 – Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules
(https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/fips/140/3/final)
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Appendix D – Acronym Table
Acronym
AESA
AOR
A-PNT
BER
BMC3
BPTF
C2
CCSDS
CD
CDR
CEV
CG
CMF
CNSSP
COMSEC
CONOPS
CONUS
CPU
CSIC
CTDH
DCGS
DISA
DoD
ELA
EM
EO
FPGA
FRR
FSS
FY
GEO
GEP
GFE
GFI
GFS
GHz
GN2

Definition
Active Electronically Steered Antenna
Area of Responsibility
Alternate Position, Navigation, and Timing
Bit Error Rate
Battle Management Command, Control, and Communications
Blossom Point Tracking Facility
Command and Control
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
Continuous Delivery
Critical Design Review
Constellation Entry Vehicle
Center of Gravity
Common Message Format
Committee on National Security Systems Policy
Communications Security
Concept of Operations
Continental United States
Central Processing Unit
Commercial Solutions for Classified Program
Control, Telemetry, and Data Handling
Distributed Common Ground Station
Defense Information Systems Agency
Department of Defense
Enterprise License Agreement
Electromagnetic
Electro-Optical
Field-programmable Gate Array
Flight Readiness Review
Fixed Satellite Service
Fiscal Year
Geosynchronous Orbit
Ground Entry Point
Government Furnished Equipment
Government Furnished Information
Government Furnished Software
Gigahertz
Gaseous Nitrogen
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Acronym

IAW
IBS
ICD
ICO
IER
IETF
IMS
IPS
IRR
ISR
IT
ITU
I&W
JADC2

Definition
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
Graphics Processing Unit
Ground Resource Manager
Ground Support Equipment
Geosynchronous Orbit
Hardened Operating System
Hardware-in-the-loop
Information Assurance
Information Assurance Security Requirements Document
In Accordance With
Integrated Broadcast System
Interface Control Document
Interface Control Officer
Information Exchange Requirement
Internet Engineering Task Force
Integrated Master Schedule
Integrated Payload Stack
Integration Readiness Review
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
Information Technology
International Telecommunications Union
Indications and Warnings
Joint All Domain Command and Control

JICC
JICO
JIOC
JTIDS
JTRS
KPP
LEO
LSC
LV
LVT
MA
MAP
MHz
MIDS
MIL-STD
MOC
MOT
MROC

Joint Interface Control Cell
Joint Interface Control Officer
Joint Intelligence Operations Centers
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
Joint Tactical Radio System
Key Performance Parameter
Low Earth Orbit
Launch Services Contractor
Launch Vehicle
Low Volume Terminal
Mission Assurance
Mission Assurance Plan
Megahertz
Multifunctional Information Distribution System
Military Standard
Mission Operations Center
Mission Operations Team
Mission Rules and Operational Constraints

GNSS
GPS
GPU
GRM
GSE
GSO
HOS
HWIL
IA
IASRD
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Acronym
MSS
MTN
NATO
NDS
NDSA
NGSO
NIST
NRL
NRT
NSA
NTIA
OGT
OISL
OPTASKLINK
OSI
OSP
PAT
PDR
PL
pLEO
PLF
PNT
PPF
PPM
PPS
PRR
PVT
PWS
QoS
RF
RFP
RICO
RR
RSLP
RX
SA
SAR
SATCOM
SDA
SDK
SDP
SICO
SIGINT

Definition
Mobile Satellite Service
Multi-TADIL Network
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
National Defense Strategy
National Defense Space Architecture
Non-Geosynchronous Orbit
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Naval Research Laboratory
Near Real-time
National Security Agency
National Telecommunications and Information Administration
Optical Ground Terminal
Optical Intersatellite Link
Operational Tasking Data Links
Open Systems Interconnection
Orbital Services Program
Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking
Preliminary Design Review
Payload
Proliferated Low Earth Orbit
Payload Fairing
Position, Navigation, and Timing
Payload Processing Facility
Pulse Position Modulation
Pulse Per Second
Production Readiness Review
Position, Velocity, and Time
Performance-based Work Statement
Quality of Service
Radio Frequency
Request for Proposal
Regional Interface Control Officers
Radio Regulations
Rocket Systems Launch Program
Receive
Situational Awareness
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Satellite Communication
Space Development Agency
Software Development Kit
Software Development Plan
Sector Interface Control Officers
Signals Intelligence
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Acronym
SLIS
SLPRD
SMC
SOC
SOW
SP
SRR
SS
STE
STIG
SV
SWaP
SWIL
T0
TBD
TBP
TID
TRR
TSRD
TT&C
TTP
TX
U.S.
US&P
UTC
WGS
WRC

Definition
Small Launch Interface Specification
Small Launch Performance Requirements Document
Space and Missile Systems Center
Satellite Operations Center
Statement of Work
Special Publication
System Requirements Review
Spacelift System
Special Test Equipment
Security Technical Information Guide
Space Vehicle
Size, Weight, and Power
Software-in-the-loop
Tranche 0
To be determined
To be proposed
Total Ionizing Dose
Test Readiness Review
Technical Security Requirements Document
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
Transmit
United States
United States and Its Possessions
Universal Time, Coordinated
World Geodetic System
World Radiocommunication Conference
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